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Discrete internal pattern representations
and visual detection of small

changes in pattern shape
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A scheme is proposed that relates the internal representation of pattern stimuli to visual
pattern discrimination performance. The main assumptions of the scheme are: (1) internal
representations are assigned to patterns probabilistically; (2) internal representations are dis
crete; (3)visual discriminability of two patterns is determined by the differences in the
assignment probabilities of their internal representations. It is suggested that the internal
representations associated with a pattern may be analyzed by measuring the visual detecta
bility of small changes in pattern shape at points along a continuum of shapes. This continuum
is generated by a group of transformations smoothly parameterized by a single variable.
In two experiments designed to test this approach, subjects discriminated pattern displays
containing combinations of three-dot subpatterns. Under the hypothesis that there were just
two relevant internal representations, specifying dot collinearity and dot noncollinearity, the
qualitative characteristics of the discrimination performance were correctly predicted.

An object or pattern presented to the visual system
may be thought of as producing an internal represen
tation which, in turn, provides a basis for the mem
orization of the stimulus and the generation of a
response. This representation is often assumed to be
an encoding that selectively specifies the structural
properties of the stimulus. One way to interpret this
structure is to consider the internal representation as
a collection of various pattern attributes that includes
global features like symmetry and area, local features
like points, lines, and regions, and spatial relations
between these local features such as "left of,"
"joined to," and "inside of." A representation con
sisting jointly of local features and spatial relations
is sometimes called a structural description (Barlow,
Narasimhan, & Rosenfeld, 1972; Sutherland, 1973).
Particular versions of internal representations involv
ing local features or combinations of local features
and relations have been proposed by, amongst others,
Foster and Mason (1979), Gibson (1969), Marr (1976),
Palmer (1978), Reed (1974), Sutherland (1968), and
Rumelhart (Note 1). An alternative approach to the
formalization of the structure of internal representa
tions has been discussed by Foster (1975, 1977).
In terms of information processingschemes (Broadbent
1971; Reed, 1973; Turvey, 1978), internal representa
tions may be assumed to be constructed at some
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point after formation of the hypothesized internal
visual "image" or icon (Neisser, 1967; Sperling, 1963).

Whatever its form, the internal representation of a
given pattern is clearly not fixed under all conditions,
for, apart from its decay following removal of the
physical stimulus, the extent of the faithfulness with
which the internal representation describes the
pattern will generally depend on the conditions of
presentation and on the set of the observer. For
example, a letter "0" with an appropriately small
gap in the right side may be identified either as an
"0" or as a "c," bias to one or other of these
responses being influenced by the size of the gap and
the context of the ambiguous character (Blesser,
Shillman, Cox, Kuklinski, Ventura, & Eden, 1973).
Further examples are provided by the classical
ambiguous figures like the Necker cube. In general,
the assignment of an internal representation to a
pattern may be considered to be a probabilistic
process.

Suppose internal representations are, in fact,
composed of combinations of components drawn
from some set of pattern attributes (such as local
features and spatial relations), and suppose further
that this set is finite. The population of all possible
internal representations generated by this method
is infinite, like the vocabulary of words generated by
an alphabet. Despite the number of internal repre
sentations potentially available, there are limitations
in the accuracy with which they can reflect small
changes in the shape of pattern stimuli. The most
important property of the population, however,
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derives from the combinatorial nature of its con
struction. The internal representations produced in
this way are discrete.

If visual discrimination of patterns were determined
by discrete internal representations, then one might
expect to observe discontinuities in performance
analogous to those reported in speech perception.
The discrete representations in this case would cor
respond to the phoneme categories. (This analogy
is suggested only at a formal level.) Liberman,
Harris, Hoffman, & Griffith (1957) showed that as
certain speech-like stimuli are varied in small steps
along an acoustic continuum, adjacent pairs of
stimuli are discriminated better when they fall on
different sides of a phoneme boundary than when
they fall within the same phoneme category (see
Liberman, Harris, Kinney, & Lane, 1961; Massaro,
1976; Pisoni & Lazarus, 1974). For visual pattern
discrimination, the situation is more complex, since
there are no natural dimensions (like voice onset time)
along which the shape of the stimulus may be pro
gressively altered. This difficulty is circumvented
here by constructing a continuum of pattern shapes
and steps along that continuum by means of a group
of spatial transformations, smoothly parameterized
by a single variable.

In this study, a scheme is put forward in which
patterns are internally encoded in terms of discrete
representations which are assigned probabilistically.
It is assumed that the visual discriminability of pat
terns is then determined by differences in these
assignment probabilities. Making use of this assump
tion, a technique for the analysis of these internal
representations isproposed. To provide an illustration
and test of the technique, some experiments are per
formed which entail the discrimination of various
arrangements of simple dot patterns. The qualitative
characteristics of the measured discrimination per
formance are predicted on the basis of plausible
estimates of the internal representations associated
with the patterns.

DISCRETE PROBABILISTIC
REPRESENTATIONS AND VISUAL

DISCRIMINATION

The basic assumptions of the scheme for internal
representations are listed below. Certain technical
conditions need also to be satisfied, but in practice
they are unlikely to be restrictive and are given in
Appendix 1.

(1) Probabilistic assignment. For a given stimulus
pattern, A, there are a finite number of distinct
internal representations, r., r20 ... , rj , produced by
A with corresponding assignment probabilities, Pl(A),
Pz(A), ... , Pk(A), which sum to unity. On each

presentation, It IS certain that at least one of the
internal representations, ri, is assigned to the pattern
and not more than one representation is assigned at
a time.

(2) Discreteness. For every pattern, A, there exists
a finite collection of available internal representations
which includes all the internal representations that A
produces and, in addition, for sufficiently small
smooth perturbations in the shape of A, all the
internal representations produced by these perturbed
versions of A. This is the discreteness property
mentioned in the introduction.

(3) Discrimination by probability differences.
Performance in visually discriminating two patterns,
A and B, is determined by the differences in the
assignment probabilities, pi(A) and pi(B), of the
internal representations, ri, i = 1, 2, ... , n, generated
by the two patterns; specifically, discriminability
increases monotonically with these differences.
(Metrics for evaluating these differences are given in
Appendix 1.) For example, if the probabilities Pj(A)
and Pm(B), j of. m, are each close to unity, then the
visual discriminability of A and B will be higher than
if Pj(A) and Pj(B) are each close to unity. In the first
case, the internal representations assigned to A and
B are almost always different, and in the second case,
they are almost always the same.

Suppose one applies to a pattern, A, a group of
spatial transformations smoothly parameterized by
some variable, s (see Appendix 1). As s is varied,
the probabilities. pi(A), associated with the representa
tions. ri, also vary. Figure 1 shows how the proba
bilities of three representations. r., rz, and r3• might
depend on s. For values of s around point a, repre
sentation r, is almost always assigned; similarly. for
values of s around point c, rz is almost always
assigned, and for values of s around point e. r3 is
almost always assigned. If s is incremented by small
fixed amounts, +As and - As, about some reference
point. how detectable are the corresponding changes

Transformation parameter, S

Figure 1. Hypothetical dependence of assignment probabilities
on pattern transformation parameter s for three internal repre
sentations r., r" and r3' Increments in s of - As and + As about
points b, c, and d are indicated by the pairs of arrowed vertical
lines.



induced in the pattern? At a point such as c, the
assignment probabilities undergo very little change as
the pattern is transformed from state s -!J.s to state
s +!J.s (indicated in the figure by the arrowed pair of
vertical lines about c). In contrast, at a point such as
b or d, there are large and opposite changes in the
assignment probabilities as the pattern is transformed
from state s -!J.s to s +!J.s (again indicated by the
arrowed lines). The prediction of Assumption 3
above is that the visual detectability of these pattern
changes is low at point c, and at points a and e, and
high at points band d.

Provided that there are not more than effectively
two competing internal representations at each value
of the transformation parameter s, it may be shown
that this result concerning the discrimination of pat
terns holds for more general distributions of internal
representations (Appendix 1). Thus, where assign
ment probabilities are maximum, discrimination per
formance should be minimum, and where assign
ment probabilities are changing most rapidly, dis
crimination performance should be maximum. This
relationship is the basis of the suggested technique
for investigating the internal representations of the
scheme formalized above.

It is not necessary to know the precise proba
bilities of the internal representations produced by
a pattern and a group of transformations in order to
attempt a test of the technique. If one can estimate
only the value of the transformation parameter at
which some internal representation has maximum
probability of assignment, certain qualitative charac
teristics of the discrimination performance are still
implied. This is the situation examined in the experi
ments described below.

The internal representation considered here defines
one of the basic quantities interrelating stimulus
elements, namely, the collinearity of those elements.
There have been a number of studies which have led
to the suggestion that collinearity or its failure has
a special role in visual function, for example, in per
ceptual grouping (Prytulak, 1974; Wertheimer, 1923),
in visualdetection (Caelli& Umansky, 1976; Prinzmetal
& Banks, 1977; Uttal, 1973), and in visual acuity
(Andrews, Butcher, & Buckley, 1973; Bouma &
Andriessen, 1968). The simplest stimulus that can
specify collinearity or noncollinearity is a figure con
sisting of three points. The stimulus patterns used in
the present experiments thus consisted of collections
of three-dot subpatterns each of the form illustrated
in Figure 2. The parameter s measures the angle be
tween the lines defined by dots 1 and 3 and by dots
1 and 2, the distances between dots 1 and 2 and
between dots 2 and 3 being constant. The task of the
subject entailed the detection of subpattern changes
produced by fixed increments ±!J.s in the angle s,
as s varied over a range of values. This last condi-
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Figure 2. Stimulus subpattern. The center-to-center distances
between dots 1 and 2 and between dots 2 and 3 are constant
and equal, each subtending .075 deg at the eye. The deformation
of the subpattern is specified by the parameter s, which measures
the planar angle shown (positive clockwise). The dots appeared
white against a uniform background.

tion and the number of dot subpatterns in a display
distinguishes the present experiments from some
vernier-acuity studies also using simple combinations
of pattern elements (Beck& Schwartz, 1979; Ludvigh,
1953; Westheimer & McKee, 1977).

The logic of the experiments is this. When the
deformation angle s is zero, the dots in the sub
pattern are in line, and by hypothesis give rise with
high probability to an internal representation which
specifies (amongst other things) the collinearity of
the dots. As s increases in magnitude, some other
representation specifying the noncollinearity of
the dots is assumed to become more probable. If the
arguments set out above are correct, then visual
detectability of the pattern perturbations caused by
the increments ±!J.s should be minimum about the
reference value s = 0°, and as s increases positively
or negatively from this point detectability should
eventually reach a maximum, and then decrease
again. This form of pattern discrimination perfor
mance would not necessarily be expected on the basis
of considerations applied to the interpretation of
vernier-acuity experiments.

EXPERIMENT 1

A two-interval forced-choice procedure was used
to measure the discriminability of perturbed patterns
from unperturbed patterns. Figure 3 shows to scale
a typical pair of displays. In Figure 3a, the left and
right halves of the field are different in that the top
two subpatterns are each perturbed in opposite direc
tions (corresponding to transformation parameter
values s -!J.s and s + !J.s); in Figure 3b, the left and
right halves of the field are the same. I The task of the
subject was to select the "different" display.

Method
Stimuli and Apparatus. The dot patterns were produced on

line by computer on the screen of an X-Y display oscilloscope
(Hewlett-Packard, Type 1300A) with a P4 sulfide phosphor. The
screen was viewed binocularly at 1.7 m through a view tunnel
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Example of stimulus patterns used in a two-interval
presentation in Experiment 1. In display a, the left and right
halves of the field are different in that the top two subpattems
are perturbed in opposite directions; in display b, the left and
right halves are the same.

and optical system which produced a uniform background field
upon which the dot patterns appeared superimposed.' A small
central fixation spot was present before and after, but not during,
the two-interval presentation period.

Each dot in the display subtended about .02 deg at the eye,
and the constant center-to-center gap between the center dot
(dot 2 in Figure 2) and each of the two outer dots (dots I and 3)
in each subpattern subtended .075°.' The positions of the perturbed
and unperturbed subpatterns were chosen pseudorandomly, but
were constrained so that on each side the subpatterns were
located within a circle of radius .3 deg and separated by at
least .3 deg. The centers of the two constraining circles were
.9 deg horizontally to the left and to the right of the fixation
point.

Procedure. The subject was informed that each trial would
involve the presentation of two displays, the one containing the
same patterns and the other containing different patterns. He was
instructed to indicate, after the two presentations, the one in
which the different pair occurred. The subjects (other than the
author) were not informed of the nature of the differences in
the patterns. The subjects were encouraged to respond as quickly
as was consistent with accuracy.

The subject fixated the central fixation spot and, when ready,
initiated a trial by pressing the appropriate switch on a push
button box interfaced to the computer. The fixation spot disap
peared and after a 500-msec blank field, the first display (e.g.,
as in Figure 3a) appeared for 80 msec; after a 1,500-msec blank
field, during which the subject maintained central fixation, the
second display (e.g., as in Figure 3b) appeared for 80 msec. When
the subject had signaled his response on the push-button box,
the fixation spot reappeared after about 2 sec delay indicating that
the next trial could be started.

Each run comprised 28 trials in which each subpattern had
seven different reference values, s, of the transformation param
eter (ranging from - 30 to + 30 deg, see Figure 2), and four
different orientations (0, 45, 90, and 135 deg to the vertical).
The magnitude of the increments ± as about s was fixed (depend
ing on the subject) at either 14 or 18 deg. Each subject carried
out one preliminary practice run and then 12 or 24 runs over a
period of several days. The sequence of presentations in each run
was chosen pseudorandomly but balanced over runs to offset
stimulus carry-over effects and response bias by the subject. No
feedback was given concerning the correctness of the subject's
response.

Subjects. There were four subjects, aged from 18 to 34 years:
two female, F.M.F. and 1.M., and two male, 1.I.K. and D.H.F.
(the author). All had had previous experience in performing
psychophysical experiments with briefly presented pattern displays.
Each had normal or corrected-to-normal vision (acuities each not
worse than 6/5). F.M.F. and 1.M. were unaware of the purpose
of the experiment.

Results
Figure 4 shows the results of the "same-different"

discrimination experiment. For each subject, the per
centage of correct "different" responses, corre
sponding to a correct discrimination of perturbed
patterns from unperturbed patterns, is plotted against
the reference value, s, of the transformation param
eter. Results are pooled over all perturbed subpattern
orientations. The magnitude of the fixed increments,
± As, in the transformation parameter is indicated
(14 or 18 deg) against the subject's initials, and the
number of trials performed at each value of s is
shown in parentheses. Schematic illustrations of the
perturbed subpatterns with parameter values s + As
and s - As are given below the abscissa.

Despite individual differences, it is obvious that
each subject's discrimination performance is lower at
reference value 0 deg than at adjacent values (± 10
and ± 20 deg). The vertical positions of the discrimina
tion curves, which vary over subjects, depend on the
values of As, is shown for subject F.M.F.

The data were analyzed formally by means of
techniques for binary data analysis based on the use
of the logistic transform log [p/(I - p)] of the proba
bility p (Cox, 1970, Sec. 3.4). Modified logistic trans
forms were computed and standardized contrasts
then constructed (Appendix 2). The depressions in
discrimination performance at s =0 deg relative to
± 10 and ± 20 deg were found" to be highly signif
icant (x~ = 38.2, p < .001). The depressions at s =
± 30 deg relative to ± 20 deg are also significant
(x~ = 9.8, p < .05), and so are the asymmetries in
performance about 0 deg (x~ = 11.2, P < .05). No
subpattern orientation effect or any of the interac
tions between sand subpattern orientation reached
significance (x~ ~ 8.9, p > .05).

The form of the discrimination characteristics,
namely, a minimum when the reference value s = 0 deg
and a maximum each side of this point, agrees with
the prediction of the proposed representations scheme.s
There are, however, other possible interpretations of
the data. For example, it might be hypothesized that
although the terms "same" and "different" used in
the instructions are neutral with respect to the para
metric changes in the subpatterns, subjects may have
construed these terms nonuniformly with those
changes. Alternatively, it might be hypothesized that
subjects judged patterns solely on the basis of their
noncollinear subpattern components. Because each
"different" display contained both perturbed and
unperturbed subpatterns on each side (Figure 3a),
this strategy could have reduced performance to
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Method
Stimuli and Apparatus. The dimensions of the subpattern stimu

li and the method of their generation and presentation were the
same as in Experiment I. Each subpattern was located pseudo
randomly within a circle of radius .3 deg, centered.9 deg right of,
left of, above, or below the fixation point.

Procedure. The subject was informed that in each display one
of the subpatterns was odd in that its center dot was displaced
relative to its top and its bottom dots more to the right or to
the left than was the case for the other three (identical) sub
patterns. He was instructed to indicate in which direction, left
or right, the displacement for the odd subpattern occurred.

Apart from there being just one presentation in each trial, the
time course of each trial and the general conditions of viewing
followed those of Experiment I. Each run comprised 28 trials in
which there were seven different reference values, s, of the trans
formation parameter (- 30 to + 30 deg), and four different
general positions of the odd subpattern (left, right, top, and
bottom). The magnitude of the increments ± As was fixed at
either 10 or 14 deg. The subjects were given a preliminary practice
run in which presentation times were increased to 4 sec so that
they could make a detailed inspection of the individual subpat
terns. Each subject performed 12 runs, ordered and balanced as
in Experiment I.

Subjects. There were four subjects: one female, F.M.F., and
three male, J.l.K., R.J.M., and D.H.F. All but R.J.M. had
participated in Experiment I. R.J.M., aged 25 years, was familiar
with the type of discrimination task involved and had corrected
to-normal vision (acuity 6/4). F.M.F. was unaware of the purpose
of the experiment.

EXPERIMENT 2

Each trial involved a single presentation of a
display consisting of four vertically oriented sub
patterns placed approximately symmetrically about
the fixation point, as in Figure 5. In the display, all
the subpatterns have the same reference value s of the
transformation parameter, but one sub pattern (the
top) is "odd" in that it is derived from a positive
increment + IJ.s about s, whereas the other three are
derived from a negative increment -lJ.s. The task of
the subject, who was appraised of the nature of the
pattern changes, was highly specific, namely to
indicate the direction of perturbation for the odd
subpattern.
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Figure 4. Discrimination of perturbed patterns from unperturbed
patterns (Experiment 1). For each subject, the percentage of
correct responses is shown as a function of the reference value s
of the transformation parameter. The number of trials performed
at each point (48 or 96) and the magnitude of the fixed increments
± lis in the transformation parameter are indicated against the
subject's initials. Schematic illustrations of perturbed subpatterns
with transformation parameters s + lis and s - As are shown below
the abscissa.

chance levels when reference value s = 0 deg for the
perturbed subpatterns. Another alternative hypothesis
concerning the depression at 0 deg is that it is a
consequence of a general failure to distinguish mirror
images; at 0 deg, the perturbed subpatterns have the
same shape apart from being reflected about the long
axis. These hypotheses were tested in the following
experiment.

Figure 5. Example of stimulus pattern used in Experiment 2.
The top subpattern is deformed more to the left than the other
three subpatlerns.
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Figure 6. Discrimination of direction of odd-subpattern
perturbation (Experiment 2). For each subject, the percentage of
correct responses is shown as a function of the reference value
s of the transformation parameter. The continuous lines show
data for the main part of the experiment in which the magnitude
of the increments, ± lis, in the transformation parameter is con
stant over all values of s; the broken lines show data for the
auxiliary experiment in which the value of lis differs for s = 0 deg
and s "* 0 deg, In each case, the value of As and the number
of trials at each point (48 or 72) are indicated against the sub
ject's initials. Schematic illustrations of the odd subpattern and
one of the three identical comparison subpatterns, with transfor
mation parameters s + Asand s - As, are shown below the abscissa.

Results
The results of the perturbation-direction dis

crimination experiment are shown in Figure 6 by the
continuous lines. (The broken lines relate to the
auxiliary experiment discussed later.) For each
subject, the percentage of responses correctly indicating
the direction of odd-subpattern perturbation is plotted
against the reference value, s, of the transformation
parameter. Results are pooled over odd-subpattern
positions. The magnitude of the fixed increments,
± 8S, in the transformation parameter (10 or 14 deg)
and the number of trials at each value of s are shown
against each subject's initials.

As found in Experiment 1, there is a marked
decrease in discrimination performance at s = 0 deg,
maxima in performance at ± 10 and ± 20 deg, and a
falloff in response at ± 30 deg. There are some dif
ferences, however, in the two sets of data. In the
present experiment, high performance levels are
achieved with smaller values of 8S, and some of the
peaks in performance are sharper. (Subject J .I.K.
used the smaller value of 8S here, in contrast to
Experiment 1.) But, given the different structure of
the two experiments, there is an evident stability in
the shape of the discrimination characteristics.

A formal analysis was applied to the data by means
of the same procedures as used in Experiment 1. The
depressions in discrimination performance at s = 0 deg
relative to ± 10 and ± 20 deg were found" to be highly
significant <Xi = 41.4, p < .(01), as were the de
pressions at s = ± 30 deg relative to ± 20 deg <Xi =
42.5, p < .001). The asymmetries about 0 deg also
reached significance <Xi = 11.4, p < .05). Odd
subpattern location gave a highly significant effect
for the top vs. bottom position <Xi = 22.0, p < .(01).
The only significant interaction was between the
relative depressions at s = ± 30 deg and the left
right vs. top-bottom subpattern positions <Xi = 12.5,
p< .05).

In view of the agreement between the form of the
data for this experiment and Experiment 1, it seems
reasonable to reject the interpretations of the results
based on methodological factors mentioned earlier.
It was, however, suggested, in the discussion of
Experiment 1, that the drop in performance at s =
odeg might be due to a general failure of subjects to
discriminate mirror images. Because of the arrange
ment of the subpatterns in the field, the second ex
periment is more vulnerable to this objection than the
first. To clarify the role of mirror-image confusion
in determining discrimination performance, two
control measurements were made. The first deter
mined if there exists, as the proposed scheme implies,
a reduction in discrimination performance at small
s values where perturbed subpatterns are not mirror
images. For subject J.I.K. (Figure 6), this is already
seen to be true, but for the other subjects, the scale
for s is too coarse to resolve the issue. The second



control determined whether the subpatterns of the
mirror-image perturbed pair are less discriminable
from each other than each is from a collinear sub
pattern. Mirror-image confusion might be expected
to give such a result. These two controls were carried
out in the following experiment.

Auxiliary Experiment
Methods and procedure were the same as in the

main part of Experiment 2, except that (1) pattern
perturbations were made about reference value s
incremented in 5-deg steps (- 15, - 10, ... , 15 deg),
and (2) the magnitude of the increments ±!J.s was
5 deg for all s -:j:. 0 deg but 10 deg for s = 0 deg.

The points connected by the broken lines in Figure 6
show the results of this experiment for two subjects,
R.J.M. and D.H.F. For both subjects, discrimination
performance is lower at s = ± 5 deg than at ± 10
and ± 15 deg (for each, z ~ 2.23, p < .05). Perfor
mance at s = ± 5 deg, where as = 5 deg, relative to
that at s = 0 deg, where as = 10 deg, is different
for the two subjects, but not significantly so (for each,
I z I~ 1.1O,p>.I).

The outcome of these controls is consistent with
the proposed scheme. First, there is a reduction in
discrimination performance for small s values and
non-mirror-image subpatterns. Second, if there is an
effect in the main experiments due to mirror-image
confusion, it is not important in determining the
shape of the discrimination characteristics.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The scheme for internal representations proposed
here has three main assumptions. First, internal
representations are assigned to a pattern on a proba
bilistic basis. Second, internal representations are
discrete. Third, the visual discriminability of two pat
terns is determined by the differences in the assign
ment probabilities of the internal representations
associated with each pattern.

For such a scheme, it is suggested that the internal
representations associated with a pattern may be
analyzed by a technique which involves making small
changes in pattern shape at points along a continuum
of pattern shapes. This continuum is produced by the
action of a group of transformations smoothly para
meterized by a single variable, s. The procedure is to
measure the visual discriminability of patterns which
have been perturbed by fixed increments, ± bs, about
s, as s varies over its range. If there are effectively
not more than two competing internal representations
at each value of s, discrimination performance is pre
dicted as follows. Where s is such that the assignment
probabilities are maximum, discrimination perfor
mance should be minimum, and where s is such that
the assignment probabilities are changing most
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rapidly, discrimination performance should be max
imum.

The experiments reported here were designed to
provide some test of this approach. The plausible
hypothesis was made that the variously deformed
three-dot subpattern stimuli have internal representa
tions which specify the collinearity or noncollinearity
of the dots. The discriminability of pattern displays
containing combinations of perturbed and unper
turbed sub patterns was measured, and the form of
the pattern discrimination characteristics, namely, a
minimum about the in-line condition of the dots and
a maximum each side, was shown to be in agreement
with that predicted by the scheme.

The motivation for the use here of discrete internal
representations derives from the assumption that
internal representations consist of combinations of
pattern attributes drawn from some fixed and finite
set. The possiblity that some of the attributes have
continuous values, for example, length or orienta
tion for a line, was not considered. An alterna
tive approach to the present experimental findings,
which generalizes the notion of continuous-valued
pattern attributes, supposes that patterns give rise
not to discrete representations, but to unstructured
fuzzy analogue representations, which vary smoothly
and continuously with deformation of the pattern.
[The role of internally effected transformations in an
analogue system has been discussed by Foster (1978),
Foster & Mason (1979), and Shepard (in press).] The
visual discriminability of two patterns within such a
scheme is determined by the extent to which their
fuzzy internal representations differ. This difference
is then specified by some appropriate distance func
tion. It seems unlikely that any single monotonic
increasing function of the deformation of the three
dot subpattern could produce the observed sharp rise
and fall in the discrimination characteristics," but a
combination of two monotonic functions of pattern
deformation could suffice. Andrews et al. (1973),
Ludvigh (1953) and Westheimer and McKee (1977)
have shown, for various stimulus forms, that foveal
spatial sensitivity (inverse threshold) for changes in
pattern arrangement may show an inverted Ll-shaped
dependence on some pattern parameters. Two suitable

. cues for the three-dot subpatterns would be the
change in distance between the two outer dots and
the mean value of their separation (compare
Westheimer and McKee's Experiment 5). To test the
significance of this interpretation for the present data,
a control experiment was performed in which the
deformation angle was fixed (at its mean magnitude
of 15 deg) and the size of the subpattern was system
mati cally varied. The sub pattern was perturbed by
increasing or decreasing its size about reference
values in such a way that the linear displacement of
the two outer dots equaled the maximum value used
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in Experiment 1. Apart from the change in parameter
ization, this experiment was the same as Experiment 1.
The prediction of the two-cue interpretation is that
discrimination performance should show an inverted
V-shaped dependence on the size parameter. In fact,
discrimination performance was found not to differ
significantly from chance levels (p > .1) for subpat
tern sizes encompassing those of Experiment 1. It is
evidently the change in shape of the subpatterns pro
duced by the angular perturbation, not the change in
some linear dimension, which provides the key
discriminatory factor.

In the analysis of the results of Experiments 1 and 2,
the main concern was with the form of the discrimina
tion characteristics. If the proposed interpretation is
correct, the values of the tranformation parameter
at which maximum and minimum performance occur
can yield more specific information about the internal
representations of the dot patterns. Thus, it appears
that the internal representation specifying the non
collinearity of the dots has maximum probability of
assignment when the angular deformation of the sub
pattern approaches 30 deg, and between 10 and
20 deg the assignment probabilities of this and the
competing representation specifying dot collinearity
are changing most rapidly. These critical values of
the deformation angle are, however, special to the
size and density of the displays used here. For other
arrangements of the subpatterns, different dis
crimination characteristics may be expected, and for
sufficiently large deformation angles, additional
internal representations should occur.

REFERENCE NOTE

I. Rumelhart, D. E. A multicomponent theory of confusion
among briefly exposed alphabetic characters (Technical Report 22).
San Diego: University of California, Center for Human Processing,
1971.
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NOTES

I. The lower unperturbed subpatterns in Figures 3a and 3b
were included in the display to raise the discrimination threshold
above that for conventional vernier acuity.



2. The dots, which were white, appeared bright on a uniform
9-deg square white background field, luminance 100 cd m". The
subject set the luminous intensity of the dots (typically 50 ucd sec)
so that when the dots were flashed for the duration used in the
experiment they were 10timesabove increment threshold.

3. The individual dots comprising each subpattern were clearly
resolvable at the spatial separations used in the experiments. By
means of a 2AFC discrimination task, dot separation was shown
to be at least twice the minimum resolvable. The fidelity of the
display was such that deviations of the dots from their correct
locations produced less than 5070 error in the increment As.

4. Only one of the two sets of data for subject F.M.F. were
required for the analysis, and the set corresponding to the larger
magnitude of As and the higher discrimination performance was
omitted.

5. The significant result for an asymmetry in discrimination per
formance about s = 0 deg implies, within the present scheme, a
corresponding (small) asymmetry in the rates of falloff in repre
sentation assignment probability with pattern deformation.

6. A plausible distance function is the linear separation of the
two outer dots of the subpattern. The changes in this distance with
changes As in angle s do not, however, decrease with s when s is
large. It might be hypothesized that the change from increasing
to decreasing performance with s is a result of a switch from the
use of one distance function to another. A combination of func
tions may obviously be chosen to fit the data, but this inter
pretation merely shifts the origin of the proposed discreteness
property from the internal representations to the operations by
which they are compared. See comments by Foster and Mason
(1979).

(Receivedfor publication May 8, 1979;
revision accepted September 27, 1979.)

APPENDIX 1

Let A be a pattern and ~s, a -E; s -E; b, a < b, be a local
l-parameter group of differentiable transformations. The
action of ~s on A is denoted by ~s(A). The group property
means that ~s+t(A) = ~s(~t(A» for all s, t, s + t in the
interval [a.b], [More precise definitions of patterns and
transformation groups may be found in Foster (1975). The
points a, b, etc., are unrelated to those in Figure 1.]

Suppose that A and ~s' a -E; s -E; b, are such that there is
a fixed and finite family of distinct internal representations,
ri, I E; i E; n (n ~ 2), which may be assigned, one at a time,
to the transformed patterns, ~s(A). For each s in [a.b],
let Pi(~s(A» = Pi(S) be the probability of internal repre
sentation Tj being assigned to ~s(A), I E; i E; n. Note that
~~IPi(s) = I, for all s in [a.b], Suppose that the functions
Pi, 1 E; i E; n, are differentiable and satisfy the conditions
set out below. The first condition requires that the trans
formations are such that as the pattern is transformed away
from the single region on which some internal representa
tion has maximum probability of assignment there are no
irregularities in the smooth falloff in this representation's
probability of assignment. Maxima of different internal
representation probabilities should also not overlap. The
second condition requires that for adjacent representations
Ii-I, Tj, Ii+ I the assignment probability of Ii is not sig
nificant in either magnitude or relative rate of change when
the pattern is transformed to or beyond the point at which
Ii-I and Ii+ I have maximum assignment probabilities. For
each transformed pattern ~s(A), there are, thus, effectively
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at most two internal representations in competition with
each other.

(1) For each function Pi, I E; i E; n, there is a single inter
val [ciA], a E; ci E; di E; b, on which Pi achieves its maxi
mum value, and such that on [a.q] Pi is monotonic increas
ing and on [dj.b] it is monotonic decreasing, with at most
a single point of inflexion in each case. For all i, I E; i < n,
let di < Cj+ I .

(2) There is a fixed quantity E, 0 < E ~ I, such that for
each Pi, I .,; i"; n,

for a E; s E; di-I, 1< i E; n, and ci+1 E; s -E; b, IE; i < n,
where

k = min max I p~(s) I
I";j";n a~s~b J

and pj'(s) is the derivative of Pi at s.
Suppose s is restricted to the fixed interval di-I < sE; di'

for some i, I < i E; n. Let the transformed pattern ~s(A)

be given additional fixed incremental transformations ~- As
and ~As, As > O. By the group property of ~s, ~-As(~s(A»

= ~s-As(A) and ~As(~s(A» = ~s+As(A) (providing s - As
and s + As are in [a,b]). The visual discriminability of the
two patterns, l#Is-As(A) and IjIs+As(A), is assumed to be
determined by a monotonic increasing function of the dif
ferences between the assignment probabilities of the inter
nal representations produced by the two patterns. The
"distance" e(s) between (P,(s - As), P,(S- As), ... , Pn(s - As»
and (p,(s + As), P,(S + As), ... , Pn(s + As» is quantified with
the lB norm:

where q is fixed and 1 E; q < 00. When q = 2, this is the
Euclidean metric, and when q = I, the city-block metric.
Thus,

e(s) = II (p,(s + As) - p,(s - As), P,(S + As) - P,(S - As),

... , Pn(s+As) - Pn(s-As» II.

Making use of Taylor's formula and ignoring terms of the
order E and (As)] and higher, one obtains the result that,
for sufficiently small values of As,

e(s) = 2(1+q)/Q. As . Ip:(s) I;
I

the function e has a maximum when I pi I has a maximum,
and a minimum when Pi has a maximum.

Note that the qualitative characteristics of e (positions of
extrema and inflexion points) do not depend on the choice
of l~ metric. Because of the approximations involved in
deducing the above expression, the minimum value of e when
computed accurately will in general be nonzero. Note also
that the requirement that As be "sufficiently small" is quanti
fiable only when the Pi are specified more precisely. When
As is not sufficiently small, the minimum value of e need
no longer occur where Pi has its maximum. One way to
verify that the magnitude of As chosen experimentally is not
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too large is to show that reducing !J.s does not affect the
form of the discrimination characteristics (compare results
of main and auxiliary parts of Experiment 2). and

APPENDIX 2

The following statistical technique. based on the use of the
logistic transform 10g[p/(1- p)] of the probability p. is taken
from Cox (1970).

Let there be k sets of observations. In each set i, let the
probability of success be nj. the number of trials be nj, and
the number of successes be tj; let Aj be the logistic trans
form of nj. Suppose we wish to test the null hypothesis that

~·C·l. = 0J ]'1 •

where the Cj are constants. Let

Then, if the null hypothesis is true, the contrast

~jCjUj

v'~jCh

is distributed approximately as the standard normal variable
z. It follows that the sum of squares of m such contrasts
is distributed approximately as chi squared with m degrees of
freedom, providing the contrasts are independent.


